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Archives have not been fullest attention both by the general public as well as government organizations, private organizations and the public still do not know and understand the sense of the importance of Archives benefits in everyday life, for personal or organization. The archives are often in the position of the item that is worthless to even be considered as junk.

The problem in this study were 1) How is the responsibility of local governments in managing and securing local archives? 2) What factors are inhibiting and supporting local management and security local archives? 3) What efforts are made by the government in the management and security local archives?. In research conducted by normative and empirical approach, then performed a qualitative analysis.

Based on this research, that the Office of the Provincial Archives, Archives Inactive Lampung only managing of Institution/Office/Department/Unit Chase in Lampung Provincial Government environment. Inactive records the frequency of consumer for the administration of government has declined. While Active Archive is managed by the existing Processing Unit at the Institute/Office/Department/Unit respectively, given the still active archive directly and continuously required and used in the operation of public administration as head of policy evidence.

In conducting the management of archives inactive, the Office of Lampung Provincial Archives are still guided by the Circular Head of the National Archives of the Republic of Indonesia on the Inactive Records Management Implementation of the Transitional Government Regulation of Depreciation Archive, as well as regulations concerning archives. The targets in the treatment of inactive files are saving and the use of information to improve the efficiency and effective administration of the state apparatus as well as material evidence of the accountability of national / government.
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